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IN SEARCH OF BEACH-LA-MAR 

Historical Relations' Among Pacific Pidgins and Creoles 

1. INTRODUCTION 

· . . 
Most recent writers have agreed that the earliest form of Pidgin English 

(PE) in the South Pacific was known as "Beach-la-mar" • It developed in 

the late eighteenth or early nineteenth century in contacts between 

English speakers aboard whaling and trading ships · and the native peoples 

of the region. 
. . . ; 1 I"~ • . 

(The source of the name is ::·i::che de mer~,. the edible sea 

slug which was once an important item of co:rmnerc~ in .eer:tain areas). 

This pidgin was derived, at iea.i3t in part, from. ,Chinese PE, end in turn 

was the forerunner of modern New Guinea PE (Tok Pisin) and various other 

contemporary pidgins. According to one writer, "Be.ac~la-mar is, more · 
.. · . . . 

or less in its orfgi.nal form, still used · as ' a contact vernacular in the 

New Hebrides, and is still known in Fiji. 11 (Wurm, 1007-8). Another adds 

that it is "gradually beinr; replaced by its own offshoot, Nee-Melanesian." 

(Todd, 93). (For additional versions of the conventional accotmt see 

Hall 1966: 10-11, 116; Hancock, 522-3, Lay~ock, 104-q). 

The remarkable thing about this generally accepted history is the very 

small amount . of actual evid~hce that has been presented in support of it. 

If one searches the above authorities for documentary evidence that 

Beach-la-mar was actually spoken at certain times a,nd places, for lists 

of characteristics of Beach-la-mar which would indicate its relations to 

other pidgins past and present, or for a systematic description of it 

which would enable one to decide where, if anywhere, it was still spoken 

in its "original form", one finds very little besides arguments from 

general plausibility and references to other authorities. In fact, 

virtually all the original research on the problem appears to he..ve been 
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done by three scholars (Schuchardt, Churchill and Reinecke) between the 
. -·- ~- .. ··-· .. - . -- . .. 

1880 1 s and the 1930's. With the passage of time, some of their 

conjectures have come to be treated as established fact, and the gaps 

in their accounts have been filled with fresh conjectures. The entire 

structure at times seems in danger of becQD'ling a new South Sea Bubble. 

In this paper I will present a sample of what I think needs to be done 

to put the history of Pidgin English in the Pacific on a sound basis of 

fact. The first approach .is a comparative study of nine contemporary 

pidgin and creole languages of the region. The second is a presentation 

of some documentary e~ dence from nineteenth-century writers about the . 

contact language situation at various times and places, Finally, I 

discuss the origin and use of the term "Beach-la-mar", for, like the 

larger historical picture, the etymology of this word has gained wide 

currency in an oversimplified and partly inaccurate version. 

2. EARLIER STUDIES 

a. Schuchardt 

Hugo Schuchardt was the first to pay scholarly attention to Pidgin 

English in the Pacific. As part of a general survey of pidgin and 

creole languages of the world, he solicited information on "Melaneso

englisch" from a number of correspondents in the islands. The resulting 

information, published in his two papers (1883, 1889), makes _it clear 

that some type of Pidgin English was in use by the 1880 1 s in New 

Caledonia, the New Hebrides ·' northern Australia, lUld Samoa. There is 

also the assertion (without examples) by F. Hernsheim, German consul 

._: ;_ 
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on Jalui t (Marshall ;r:s.) that at the time PE was widely spoken in 

New Britain, and more _generally throughout "ganz Westoceanie_n". 

None of Schuchardt' s cited sources, however, dates earlier than ? .872, and 

his account of developments prior to th.at period i_s based mainly o~- 

inference of the linguistic situation from the genera,l_ly knmm histozy of 

European-native contact in the region. This account, which most later 

writers have followed, may be summarized as follows: 
(1) 

( 1) A . crude trade language was used be~:;ween whalers and the natives 

(2) 

. . ... . . . .. .. . . . . ... - . -· . --~----- -~-· ·. ,:'_. _._ .. -: : 

of various parts of the Pacific. 
-' . · .. . . 

~ ... ·- . ·-· - ... 
( Schuchardt·, s only . documentation 

of ; th_i~ IIWale;rJargo~" is the use of some p,cligin and Hawaiian 

:vocabulary by the Chuckchee_, of eastern Siberia (~, savvy, kaukau, 

··•· ,, pau}. 

Be_achcombers and traders in sandalwood and trepang fUrther 
';: _: . ~ . --

~tabilized and spread the jargon in the islands. 

q). ~ereaf:i, __ in Polynesia, increased white settlement and contact led 
; . 

tq a stable bilingual situation and the disappearance of the jargon, 
,, . • . - · ·, i . • ·-: • 

in Melanesia the development of the labour trade to Queensland, 

Fiji, Samoa and New Caledonia led to its preservation and further 

p:i.ffusion. (It i~ unfortunate that, although Schuchardt and some 

o-r his corre1;1pondents were quite certain that PE was being spoken 
·· . 

. in . Queensland, . he was unable to obtain any direct information from 

that colony) • 
. ~- t. . . :. ' . : . •; ,:· . ; 

J_ ' .,• ' 
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Schuchardt apparently assumes a direct connection between Chinese PE and 

Melaneso-englisch, in view of the direct trade links between the South Seas 

and China ports during the sandalwood and trepang trades. He cites a few 

points ot resemblance, but notes that the two forms also differ in 

important ways, and that there are apparently no Chiriese 'words in the 

South Seas tradition. 

b. Churchill 

The most frequently cited of the three early sources is William Churchill's 

Deach-la-mar: the Jargon or Trade Speech of the Western Pacific (1911), 

a slim monograph pubUshed by the Carnegie Institute of Washington. 

Churchill is described on the title page as ,, sometime Consul-General of the 
--.... .. . 

United States in Samoa and Tonga", which suggests that he mey have been 

acquainted with some form of Pacific pidgin at first hand. His -essey is, 

however, very sparsely documented, except for a vocabulary at the end, 

where most items are supported with citations froin publishea. ·works. Here 

the majority of his sources are of early 20th century date, and mainly 

from the German colonies (Western Samoa, northeast New Guinea, and the 

B~smar~ Archipelago), thm1gh ther~ is mat~ria.1 from British New Guinea, 

the Solomons, the New Hebrides and Fiji. Only one item (Jacobs, 1844) is 

dated earlier than 1889. 

The main body of the essay is written in a popular and witty style, 

concerning itself with the generai principles of the formation of "jargons", 

and the supposed influence of native languages on the structure of PE. 

Though Churchill makes no reference to Schuchardt, he gives essentially 

the same outline of the history of pidgin in the Pacific. The only 

difference of interest is that Churchill minimizes the influence of the 

whalers: " ••••• in the whaling fleet we are to find little of the 
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beginnings of our Beach-la-mar." (p. 5) The whaler's "contact with the 
. . . . .. ' 

shoreward folk must be so brief a.s to leave little perm0nent record~ Thus 

it is · in the Beach-la-mar; only a few expressions or words do. I find it 

at all necessary to accredit to whaler's influence, and these in no more 

than a secondary position." · (6) Specifically, Churchill attributes 

Polynesian items such as kaikai and ka.naka to whaler influence. 

c. Reinecke 

The most recent and most comprehensive of the three sourceR is 

John E. Reinecke's 1937 Yale dissertation, Marginal Languages: A 

Sociological Survey of the Creole Languages and Trade Jargong, one chapter 
~ . . . , .. 

of which (pp. 727-771) is entitled "Be~ch-la-mar." Reinecke's discussion 

is carefully documented, and his conjectures and guesses are· clearly 

indicated as such. Although he makes use of both Schuchardt and Churchill 

as well as additional material of his own, he still admits of Beach-la-mar 

that "neither its present geographic limits . nor its origins have been 

definitely fixed. 11 
( 727) 

Reinecke agrees with Schuchardt in postulating the existence of a 

"whalers' jargon", and with Churchill 'that its influence on later forms of 

pidgin was limited. For the existence of such an influence, he cites, 

in addition to the Polynesian vocabulary l!lentioned by Chu.rchiii,' ·ce:rtain 
. . . ' ~' : . 

features of Hawaiian PE, and of the ".Broken English" . rec~rded fn: · the 

whaling narrative of "a rovi~·~- printer" (Pri~te~, i861), said ·tb ;be 

shared with modern Melanesian PE. "In the present writer's view, the 

influence was indirect, through participation i~ othe'~ forms ·'or ' trade by 
·, 

men who had served aboard whaling vesseJs". (730) 
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The u ttle-khown . period 6f the sandalwood ana. trepa.ng trades, an.d the 

earliest ' l'.llissionaries, according to Reinecke~ probably resulted in the 

sprefl,d of "brcken English", in numerous · local. variants, throughout much 

of Melanesia. He cites Erskine (1853) as evidence that a knowledge of 

English in some fo:..~ was \vi despread by 1850 • . The effect of the labour 

trade, as · Churchill had suggestecl, was to 1>ring these local variants 

together and fuse them into a stable and growing language. "The leading 

possibility, in the present writer's mind, is that the local Melanesian 

dialects of PE were all pretty much alike in structure, and that the first 

hundred indentured "boys", thrown together from severaJ. tribes, ironed out 

their differences and arrived at a pattern which was adopted in its 

essentials ~~th. by l~te; ;;;i~gra.nt·~i, .and by the wliftes .. who deaJ.t ·with 

them". ( 735) 

Reinecke also emphasizes the importance of New Caledonia as "one of the 

chlef centers in the formation of Beach-la-mar" ( 737), but it is unclear 

just what he conceives the relation between New Caledonia and Queensland 

to have been. He aJ.so raises, but leaves unanswered, the qu.estion of 

the role of an independent Australian aboriginal PE in the development of 

the Melanesian fonns • 

. Reinecke briefly notes similarities between Beach-la-mar and modern 

Hawaiian pidgin. He includes a brief descriptive section, with the 

emphasis on supposed influence of MelanesiWl languages on Beach-la-mar. 

lo sw:mnarize the historical picture which emerges from the studies of 

Schuchardt, Churchill and Reinecke: 
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( 1) Whalers, who began frequenting the South Paci.fie in the last 

decades of the eighteenth centu:t'J'", used a form of jargon 

English in communicating with the n!3.tives. This jargon was 

perpetuated and spread further by traders from about the 1820 1 s 

onwards. Very little direct evidence on this period is provided 

by the three writers, and none of it dates from earlier than 

1840. 

(~) .Labour migration to plantations in Queensland, New Caledonia, 

Fiji and Samoa, which began in the 1860 1 ~ .brought about the 

spread of a relatively stable and uniform version of this . 

. jargon throughout the Melanesian islands. The early ( and 

critical) phase of the labour trade period is likewise very 

. sparsely documented by the three early scholars . 

(3). . From. the 188o 1 s onwards, a. type of PE . is in widesprea9- use in 

.the area which shows a number ofi clear point.a of resembJ.ar1.9e 

i. ;to modern Melanesian PE. This fact is quite well document~d. 

·18.terwriters have added little but further speculation to t his 

account. However, : the forty .years since Reinecke's work have s~en 

the appearance, not only of incomparably b.etter _descriptive material 

· on modern · Pacific pidgins, but also of· many reprint$ and scholarly 

editions of the early narrati.ves of exploration an,d travel. It 

seems, therefore,;_ that . i.t might be profitable to return to. . the 

· probl:em of ·Beach-la-mar to see whether the ab9ve account ~an be 

either disproved or more subst·antially supported. 
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3. COMPARATIVE STUDY . 

In this section I compare nine modern Facific pidgins and creoles and 

draw some tentative conclusions as to their historical relations. 

The applicability of the comparative method to pidgins and creoles has 

2 
been a subject of some debate. My view is that the basic logic of 

comparison is perfectly applicable to pidgins (and in fact is by no means 

restricted even to human language), and that the cautions that must be 

observed are merely: special cases of the general cautions of all 

reconstructive reasoning. In the present case, we are examining a number 

of linguistic systems (pidgins and creoles), each of which is a tra.di tion, 

a cultural creation which is learned o.nd passed on to. new bearers through 

time. Each such (macro-) tradition is a complex of (micro-)tradi tions -

lexical items, rules, and so on. Comparison begins when we find identical 

or very similar (micro-)traditions in two different places and ask 

ourselves how this cazne to be. One possibility is two independent 

innovations (convergence). To the extent ths.t this seems unlikely, we have 

reason to conclude that the two traditions have a common source in some 

single innovation in the past. In the present case, however, we are 

uninterested in a 1ar·ge class of . such shared tra.di tions, namely, those 

which are also shared with Standard English. Since English of some type 

has been present as 'a potential donor language v1·rtually everywhere and at 

all times in our domain of interest, the possibility of independent 

borrowings from it into two or more different pidgin traditions is always 

present. This eliminates not only the large ·number of strictly !'Standard" 

English lexical · items (MAN, SING, THREE) , but also a number which while 

non-Standard or obsolete, have demonstrably been present in the region, 

such as GAMMON "lie, deceive", MUSKET II gun", etc. 
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We elin:in~te, then, as potential points of comparison, all traditions 

shared with' Standard English, or which could have arisen from Standard 

English through universal processes of simplification and improvisation 

of linguistic s.tructures. (In the latter category I would put such 

traditions as the use of pre-verbal NO as a sentence negator). The share~ 

· features that· remain are taken as .evidence (of varying strength) of a coil'Jillon 

origin in some l111guistic tradition outside Standard English. 3 I make the 
' 

simplest e.ssump'tion -- that the shared traditions have theID.$el ves 

constituted a macro-tradition -- wherevpr possible. It neeg. not be 

thought that this macro-tradition has alweys been something that would be 

recognized as a ''language:", or ,.e-ven a, !':pidgin" • . At the l,.e,ast substantial 

extreme it might consi.st simply of a kind of stylistic , register, parasitic 

on a full language, · siro.i.];ar to "baby. te.+k" or ~'.foreigner talk''. . . ,Such a 

sub-language would be quite capable of the historical task of transmitting 

a :few· lexi:.cal items and syntactic nu:E?s, which, as . we shall seE?_, -are all 

that ree.ily connect -tile Pacific pidgins .. li.t the :broade,1;1.t . l~vel~ .< 

The nine traditions to be compared and the sources of data. :are as - fo·llows: 

1. New Guinea pidgin (NG), also known as Tok Pisin and • Neo-Meianesian. 

Widely ~poken in Papua New Guinea, ·c'reoiescent ' in· certain· areas. 
~· ,; . . ' . 

Source: Mihal'ic {1971). 

2. Solomon Islands pidgin (SI), also called Neo-Solomonic. Widely 

spoken in the former British Solomon Islands Protectorate. 

·source: . Young (i976) ~ 

' • , : 

3 . . Ne~-Hebtides 'pidgin (NH), also kriOlln as Bichlamar, -Bisle.ma.~ etc. 

Widely spokeriiri the N'ew Hebrides; Sources: Gey (1974) ,; ,Camden (n.d.). 
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The above three traditions have a high degree of mutual . intelligibility, 

· and should probably be con'3idered as dialects of a single language. 

· The term "Melanesian" will be used to refer to this group. 

4. · Torres Straits pidgin (TS) , spoken on the i-slands between Aus trali n 

and New Gtiineo., o.nd in adjacent mA.inland areas. Source: Dutton 

(1970), based on the speech of children from a number of island and 

mainland Australian settlements. 

5 . Bamaga Pidgin-Talk,. spoken in Ba.mag a Community, with a population of 

over 1000 Australian Aboriginal and Torres Straits island people. 

near the tip .of Cape York. Sour·ce: Rigsby (1973). 

6. Roper River Creole (RR), spoken at Roper River Dettlement (Ngukurr) 

by an Australian Aboriginal community. Source: Sharpe (l9'T:5). 

The first six tr;adi~iqns will be referred to as the Southwestern Group. 

7. , · Pi tcairnese, spoken by the in,ha1;>i tants of Pitcairn Island and 

. their ·:relatives on Norfolk Island. Source: . Ross (1964), mt;iinly 

based on data collected by A.W. Moverley, who _was educati,ori .officer 

on Pitcairn ~rom 1948 to 1951. 

8. Hawaiian ''P;i.d~n", a _cor.iplex post-creole conttn~um. No standard 

description as yet exists. The primary_ source in the coznparison is 

Naagara (1972), describing a modern variety near the basilect 

extreme, with a Japanese substratum; supplemente~ by Carr ( 1972), 

a survey of features at various periods and levels .• 
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9. Chinese or China Coast pidgin (CC), the original "Pidgin English", 

presently on the verge of extinction in Hong Kong and some other 

places. Source: Hall ( 1944) from European informants and 

documentary sources. 

Table 1 shows the diagnostic 'features to be used in this study, represented 

for the most part in conventional English orthography of the presumed 

original, and the forms of their reflexes in the nine traditions being 

compared. These are given in the orthography of the source. 

This particular set of features is in no sense proposed as complete or 

definitive. All that can be hopefully claimed is that the comparison .of 

additional features will not contradict the main conclusions to be drawn 

on the basis of this set. 



ALL1 

ALL2 

ALL SAME 

ALL. TOGETHER 

ALONG 

BEEN 
BELONGl 

BELONG2 

BULLAMACOW 

BY AND .BY 

CATCH 
FELLOw1 

FELLov/ .. 

GOT 

HE 

HIM 

KAIKAI 
KILL 

MAN BUSH 

PICCANINNY 

PIGIDN 

PLEN'rY 
SAVVY 

SOMETHING 
STOP1 

STOP2 

SUPPOSE 

TOO MUCH 

WHAT NAME 

YOU ME 
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·TABL:i!: 'l 

COMPARATIVE FEAT:URES 

New Guinea 

ol 

ol 

olsem 

olgeta 

long ·· 

bin 

bilong 

bilong 

bulmakau 

(ba(i)m)bai 

kis-im 

-pela. 

"."Pela . 

gat 

i 

-im 

kaikai 

kil-im 

+ 

pikinini 

pis:i:-n 

Solomons 

olsem 

ologeta,olta 

long( o )., lo . 

bin 

b(u)long 

blong 

bulumakau 

baebae 

kas-im 

-fa.la 

-fa.la 

gar-em 

i 

-m,-im,-em 

kaikai 

kil-im 

+ 
pikinini 

pisin 

planti,plenti pla(n)de 

save save 

samting srunting 

stap 

stap 

s(a)pos 

tumas 

wanem 

yumi 

sapos 

tumas 

wanem 

iumi 

New Hebrides 

ol 

ol 

olsem 

olketa 

long 

bin 

plong 

plong 

bulamakao 

bambae 

kas-em 

-fala,-vala 

-fala,-vala 

kat 

i 

-im,-em,-um 

kakae 

kil-irn 

+ 

pikinini 

pisin 

plante 

save 

samting 

stap 

stap 

supos 

tumas 

wanem 

yumi 

Torres Straits 

o:1-

olaseir.i 

olgeoi-. 

lon, lo: 

bi 

balOl) 

kes-em 

-p(e)1/\ 

i 

-em,-im,-i 

kaikai 

plenti 

scll!ri 

stop 

tuma:s 

w·Anem 

yumi: 
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TABLE l (cont.) 

Bamaga Roper River Pitcairn Hawaii China COP.St 

ALL1 ol 

ALL2 ol , 
ALL SAME o:r se:m olsem 

ALL TOGETHER 

ALONG lo la(nga) lDT)fa lOT] 

BEEN bi(n) bin bin been ( C )' 

BELONG1 bla bla(nga) b(a)l~ri 

BELONG2 . 

BULL.A}fACOW 

BY ,AND BY baymbay bembeI b am b a: i bajmbaj 

CATCH catch (C) kal~i 

FELLOW1 -bala - . . fellow (C) -fe:la 

FELLOW2 

GOT gDt gott,gatto !.lBV gat 

HE hi 
HIM -i(m) -um,-im -am 

KAIKAI kaikai kaikai 

KILL 

MAN BUSH 

PICCANINNY pikanini 

PIGEON 

PLENTY plentI purenti: plentI 

SAVVY save jabi sabe SllVi 

SOMETHING 

STOP1 stap stopp stap 
2 

S~OP ., ', 

SUPPOSE buji sapo:z sapos 
TOO MUCH . . V - , .... _ 

tumac duniaji tu: to: . m_ac~ tumaci 

WHAT . NAME waniril wariim,wan.em 

YOU ME yumi yunnii 

" ' ·'- .,' 
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The following coniments expiain the meanings and grammatical 

properties of the various features: 

ALL1 : ( __ N), plural marker. Found in NG 1 NH and apparently 

Bamaga, from the following example (marginal annotation to 

.. Rigsby 1973) : 

bl flairi faks hia. The flying foxes are here 

ALL2 : Third person plural pronoun. General in NG and Bamaga. 

In NH : restricted to two positions: pre-verbaJ.- with HE (_2! .:P, 
1 . .. . . 

and after BELONG (blong ol). Elsew~ere it is replaced by 

ALL ToGETHER (olgeta) . (See Camden 1975:42-3.) In SI, olketa 
2 1 replaces both ALL and ALL. (The latter usage is also 

sometimes ~eard in the NH.) 

Evidence_ for ALL2 . in TS is rather slight. The 3pl subject 

_pronoun is _given as oemp:L\, but Dutton also gives the form 

o:li "everyone", and the sentence: 

wen o:l kAm tuma:s miplAseili 

"when we had a lot [of fish] we sailed [home]" (146) 

The use of a third person pltir~l~ pronoun as a plural 

marker with nouns is a widespreai pidgin-c~e-oie feature 

(e.g. Jamaican di manggo-dem), but the particular form 

of preposed ALL does not seem to occur el~ewhere. 

ALL SA11E: (_N), "like, same as". 

ALL TOGETHER: (_N~ 1
11all". As mentioned above, in SI this 

·.: ,-: 
appears to have lost its universal ·· force, being reduced 

to a simple plural (pronoun or determiner), a process which 

may be underway in the New Hebrides. 

The TS form is cited by Dutton as olgeoo (~) 11 everyone". 

'. ALONG: (_N), a preposition with .a variety of functions: 

NG: locative, source, goal, instrumental, ?()mparative, etc. 

SI: "covers most relations in space and time" .(including 

locative and goal) 

NH: locative, source, goal, temporal, dative, instrumental,etc. 

TS: locative, directional, temporal, dative 
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Bamaga: "general oblieiuepreposition" (including locative, 

goal, instrumental, -a.nimate comitative) 

RR,: . i: to, .towards, at'.' (iocative, goal, comitative) 

Pitcairn: nwith, in company with" 

CC: Hall (1966 :119) giv_e_s l.2!l. as a CC reflex of "Proto-PE" 
, •ion "with", without further comment. However, it is 

not listed among the prepositions in Hall 1944, and I 

could find no examples. 

Non-Pacific cognates: Gullah naTJa .. (Hall 1966:119). 

BEEN: (_V), past or perfect tense marker. 

M~halic describes NG . ~ _as marking incomplete action, 

but most others consider it a past tense marker. Also 

according to Mihalic, this form shows a ~ocalized distrib

ution in the Rabaul and Morobe area s, but is becoming more 

common. It seems to be generally believed by writers on 

NG pidgin that~ is a recent importation from Australia. 

(See for example Hall 1966:80.) Iri ~iew of the tendency 

for impressions and conjectures to be immortalized in 

this feld, and in view of the very wide distribution of 

BEEN, both geographically and historically, this is a 

surprising claim, which one would like to see more firmly 

documented. 

Non-Pacific cognates: Sranan ~ (Hall 1966:80), Jamaican 

~' bin (Bailey,140), Krio ~ - (Todd, 41). 

l 
BELONG : ( ___ N). In NG, SI, NH, TS, Bamaga and RR, this is a 

genitive (possessive) preposition. The only major syntactic 

deviation is that in RR the genitive phrase may: either precede 

or follow the head noun, _preposing _being the usual order. 

blanga yumob mani . your money 

gan'dri bla imalabad their country 
(Sharpe, ll) 

Elsewhere, the genitive phrase is always postposed. 

The CC :cogna te is problematical. Hall (1_9_44 :98) lists 

b(a)l;TJ "of,for" among the prepositions, but virtually all 

instances in his quoted material seem to be rather the 

potentially homophonous verb b(i)l;TI (100), which introduces 

nominal and adjectival predicates. Elsewhere, Hall appears 

to contrast the functions of BELONG in CC and South Seas 

pidgins: 
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· In a number of instances pidgins and· creoles show a 
drastic ~estructuring of various words, in their 
assignment to diffE:rent functions from those they had 
in the languages from which they came ••• ~In South Seas 
Pidgin English we find /biloTJ/, clearly from the 
English verb belon£, but functioning as a preposition 
meaning "of,for" •••• We find /bloTJ/ in Chinese Pidgin 
English, too, but this time as a copulgtive verb 
equivalent to our 11be" •••• (Halll966:79) 

Although the CC and South Seas reflexes of BELONG thus appear 

to be . quite differen~ in functi.on, and although I have found no 

examples of Noun+ Genitive phrases of the type N BELONG N 

in CC, it is perhaps wc.: rth noting that a cer.tain "type of 

sentence in CC seem to present a possibility for reanalysis 

along South Seas lines: 

that, is mine (Hall 1966 :79) 

eis pensil bil6T) j~ is this pencil yobrs? (Hall 1944:104) 

Hall analyzes these (I think correctly) as· involving the 

non-verba], predicate I!larker BELONG followed by a pronoun 

which . does not distinguish between genitive and absolutivc 

forms. (CoI!lpare CC maj f,,O ta_Esaid 11 I am going up", and 

ma_j_ ofis "my office".) But they could be a'nalyzed from a 

South Seas persp,ective, with BELONG a.s a genitive preposition, 

as in NG dispela hau£ _! _b_i.].on_g miJ?ela "this house is ours". 

Thus if .Sout_h Beas BELONG is directly rela.ted to its Chinese 

cognate, reanalysis of the above type of predicate may have 

been the cri t:5-cal step in the radical change · of functio> • 

More likely, however, is that ti1e two rep_!.~sent independent 

generalizations in two different directions fromthe 

BELONG+ NP type of predicate, which has a direct English 

· . source (~ belongs to EJ~). : . 
. ' 

(Phrases such ·as ]?~_Jo~ _he pidgi12 11his business 11 , cited 

by Bauer (1974:123), appear to re~ult from an incorrect analysis 

of this type of predicate in cc.) 

BELONG2
: . (___;;_V), purposive marker. This us.e in . SI is suggested 

by the example: 

deswan bloug tor.owe this is to be thrown away 
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BULLAMACOW: (N), "bull, cow, ox, etc." The NH form is given 

as an obsolete word for 11cattle" by · Camden (n. d. :13). Its 

presence in the New Hebrides is well attest~d by ~arlier 

sources, though it has now been replaced by buluk. 

BY AND BY: ( S). Typically a sentence-initial part~cle, · .. _...,.. . 

this evolves from a Standard English adverb _meaning "after 

a certain time" into a fully grammaticalized future marker. 

(See Sankoff E Laberge for a study of this :process in 

modern Tok Pisin (NG).) 

NG: "will, shall ••• forms the future" 

SI: "future . tense marker" 

NH: "adverb ••• denoting the fut·ure" 

TS: "later, afterwards" 

RR: "soon, later" 

Pitcairn: "lest, in case, etc." 

Hawaiian: "after a while, by and by"i (Carr) . "la.ter, some 
other time" 

CC: not explicitly . discussed .by Hall, but '. found -in such 

examples as:_ 

bajmbaj maj kam I will come soon (105) 

bajmbaj garden woncI spojlam_ the garden will be spoiled (107) 
' . ., 

Non-Pacific cognates: Jamaican b·a.mbai, Sranan ba.mbai (Cassidy) 

CA!CH: (V), "get; obtain, receive" and/or "reach (a place) 11 

NG:· "get, . take, obtain, receive, accept" . 

SI:: 11 reach, reaching, until" 

NH: "get, receive; reach, arrive at/in" 

TS: "catch, get, take; arrive . a'!; a place": 

Hawaiian: 11 get 11 

CC: "get, obtain" 

·· FELLOw1: A suffix to various no'liri modifiers. 

NG: numerals l-lo; many moriosyllabi·c adjectives; ~' !!2, 

. ~, (n)ara 

SI: numerals; most adjectives; ~, ~t ~, ~ 
NH: riumerals 2..:5; ·monosyllabic adjectives; ~, ~ 
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RE: n:umerals; adject~ves . 

Hawaiian: not found :i,n Nagara. Carr's one example is: 

Dese two-~ellow, man and wife -- dere name __ A 1alona (129) 
. . 

which does no~ strongly suggest a historical connection. 

CC: Hill '(1966 :109-110) states that /-fr.le/ was suffixed to 

numerals with animate nouns in "Classical" (pre-20th century) 

·cc, but.was later replaced by its inanimate counterpart 

/-pisi/. In his description of modern cc, he notes that 

/-pisi/ "was form8rly added also to -9..!!, 1that', nadar 
1 (an)other•, etc." (1944:97). · 

FELLOw2: Plural suffix . on personal prol1ouns. 

NG: mipela, yupela 

SI: mifala, iufala 

NH: mivala, yuvala 

TS: mip(e)lA, oemplA 
. . 

Bamaga: mipela , yupela, dempela 

RR: mibala, yu(m)bala, imbala (These are occaionally heard, 

but the plural suffix -(a)labad is more common.) 

GOT: (V), existential. 

NG: i gat "there · is, · 'there are" 

•~-~.: ~- U.~li.ke the. NG and NH re~lexes, SI garem take_s the 

transitive suffix (HIM), probably through conflation 

·. with a reflex· of CARRY, as it also has this raeanirig. 

Existential use of this form is not mentioned by Young, 

but it is suggested by the following sentence~ 

hem karem famli bilong olgeta. olgeta · 

"they both have their: own families" (Dutton 1973:275) 

NH: 2; ~ "there is, there are" 

Pitcairn: g'Dt a bedtik nn a: be:d 

11 we 1 ve got a mattress on the )Jed~' · (Ross,132) 
I , V V 

· .Hawaiian: . sapo ; z t!•i: gai got t, ~Pi . ga~z . c inj 

"If there werethree guys, ,th~se . ~hree guys take turns 

Cc 
- h t k 

1
-.&-1 :!Ir .d ·- ··· -· cooking."(Nagara,129) _ : : . no 1;1v ga o 1..:1.. awr -v cl6aJ 

,,_, ____ . . '.. • t .. -- . . . • •• . ' 

·:;:·., .. ···-- , . ''ther,e- wasn't any caul~f.lower th~re". (Hall 1944:106) 
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HE: ( V) p~edi6ate marker. - ' 
Evidence for the presence of this feature in TS is the form 

o:li ''everyo·ne" (se.e ALL2 above) and sentences such as: 

mai pren i spi:k mi: ••• "my friend said to me ••• ii . 

em i luk w t,.'n man i stain 1> kAfll "it [ ghost] saw a man coming" 

(Dutton 1970:158~9) 

HIM: (V_), transitive suffix. 

The Chinese reflex is mainly passive : in modern CC as described 

by Hall, but he says that it was transitivE;? at en earlier stage, 

and is still occasionally so used, as in: 

- . T . 
kolam wan kul1 "call one coolie" (Hall 1944:98) 

Al'though HIM'is used for convenience to refer to this 

feature, English~ (as in~~) was probably equally 

imp~rtant as a source. 

Non-Pactfic cognates: American Indian Pidgin-~ (Hall 1966:8); 

also found in the early 19th century Nigerian text in 

Mafeni 1971 (96-7). 

KAiKAI: (V), "eat".,· (N), "food". 

The RR reflex is said _by Sharpe ~o be an "old word!!, still 

known but now replaced by daga. ·( from Austr~·:ti-~b English tucker). 

KILL: (V); "beat 
' . ; strike" 

MAN ··BUSH: This is a cover term for phrases of the form .N + N in 

which the first noun is head and the sed6nd · attribute: 

NG: haus ~ "church", sip plang "wooden ship", ;easin kanaka, 

ilnative custom" 

SI: ~-bed "bed. sheet II, p.ed-~ 11road .... :\}ead11 , lif-,ll "tea leaf" 

• ' NH: box tool ''tool box';, lif arartis ''orange ·1eaf", ~ ~ 

"tin-roof house" ( Camden 1975 :37-8) · 

PICCANINNY: (N), ''ch1ld". Cognate for~s are . attested from early 
. -

stages of Hawaiian and CC, but only in the sense "small". 
. . . , 

· Non-Pacific. co.gnates: Srana.n pikin, Janiaican...pikni, etc. 

PIGEON: (N), "bird" 

,: . .. 
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PLENTY: (_N), "much, many". Lacks the Standard English sense of 

"sufficient". 

Non-Pacific cognates: Cameroon pidgin plenti(Todd,16) 

SAVVY:_ . (V), llknow, understandn 

Non-Pacific ~ognates: Sranan sabi, Krio sabe, etc. 

SOMETHING: (N), "thing" 

Non-Pacific cognates: Jamaican sinti(rig), somting, ·Sranan sani 

(Cassidy 197i:211). 

STOP1 : (V), "be (ina place)" 

STOP2 : ( V), progressive aspect marker. Undoubtedly derived - . . 

from the preceding. In addition to stap y_, NG has!~ stap, 

which may have existed earlier in NH: 

Altogether man 'e look 1 :i.In arm belong 'im 'e sqre: 'e :;;top. 

"Everyone's arms were hurting them and r emain sore 
sti11 ·(as a result of vaccination)" (Jacomb,93) 

Hawaiian has stay Y. with the s ame meaning. 

SUPPOSE: (_S), "if". Stand~rd English suppose introduces 

independent sentences which express a putative situation. 

(Suppose there's!:!:~•~ will you doZ) It is one of 

a number of specialized conditionals (provided,~ long ~, e tc.) 

coexisting with the basic g. In the pidgins, however, IF 

is absent, and SUPPOSE is the general marker of conditionals. 

Early Pitcairnese apparently had this feature, if the 

following text recorded in 1820 is accurate: 

Suppose one man strike me, I no strike again, 
for the Book says, suppose one man strike you on 
one side, turn _the o_ther to him; suppose he bad 
man strike me, I no strike him, bec,ause no good that· 
suppose he kill. m(f 1 he can't kill the soul. (Ross, 118) 

Non-Pacific cognates: Chinook Jargon~; also in the Nigerian 

text in Mafeni 1971. 

TOO . MUCH: (...;.._N), "muc_h, IP,any"; (_V or V_), ' 'very, . . a lot 11 • 

NG: V_, N 

SI: V_, (_N?) 

NH: V 



TS: V . ? . · - · 
Bamaga: 11a lot" 

RR: · 11very" 

Pitcairn: V 

Hawaiian: _v, N 

CC: _V, N 
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ai tu: · laik I? · "I like _it very much" 

(Ross,263) 

Non-Pacific cognates: Jamaican tumoch, Sranan tum(u)si, Krio tumos. 

(See also Hall 1966:121~ Ca~sidy 197li211) 

WHAT NAME: (Nor _N), nwhat, which?" 

YOU ME: First person inclusive pl.ural pronoun • 

. Conclusions 

Worldwide Fea'tures 

The following features are found in pidgins and creoles outside 

the Pacific region: ALONG (comitative), BEEN, BY AND BY, HIM, 

PICCANINNY, PLENTY, SAVVY, SOMETHING, SUPPOSE,. TOO MUCH. Such world;,;.wide 

disttibutions may be explained in two 'ways. The feature may have· · 

developed independently in two or more traditions; ' Or th~ f'ea:ture 

may hive l:icien introduced into the Pacific, on one or more occasions; 

by speakeis of rion-Pacific traditions. 10 the e~tent thit the 

latter ~xplanation is ~ccepted (and it surely must be fore at least ' 

some of these features), we ·thus ha'Ve evidence that the Pacific 

pidgins are not a spontaneous local creation, but share hi~toric~l 

:Jl'oot·s with those ·in either parts of .the world. On either . explanation, 

these worldwide features , are , of litt.le value as evidence; of specifi,c, 

cortn~6tions between traditions within the Pacific~ 

Sino-Pacific Features 

Features shared by CC and . various of the South Seas . traditions, 
' ' ' 1 

and apparently nqt found, elsewhere, are: ALL SAME, . CATCR,. FELLOW , 
. 1 . · . . . . 1 . · •' , · 

GOT, and STOP • _We have aJ.,so .noted th~t al though BELONG functions 

quite dif;ferently .in the two areas, it is just po1:,sible that _there is 

a direct l'l,istorical connection. Strictly speaki~g, the feature HE 

should be included here, but its ~~rity in CC and the presence of a 
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close Standard English model (Bill, he wouldn't~.!.:!:_.), suggest no 

historical link. 

This small set of features, then, seems to be the best evidence for 

the widely-assumed historical derivation of the South Seas pidgins from 
cc. 4 ·- .. 

Southwestern Features 

. TS, Bamaga and:. RR each share a number of feature.s with the Melanesian 
. . . . 

traditions which are not found elsewhere. These include 
' 1 . 

ALONG (locative,etc.), BELONG, KAIKAI, WHAT NAME and YOU ME, found 

in all three, and ALL1 , ALL2 , ALL TOGETHER, FELLO\v2· arid HE, found 

in one or two of them. (Some of the gaps tnay be due to the limited 

scope of the material available.) 

The remaining features (BELONG2 , BULLAMACOW, KILL, MAN ~USH, PIGEON, 

STOP2 ) are apparently restricted to the three Melanesian traditions. 

This list, of course, could be greatly extended. 

Pitcairriese 

Pitcairnese shows only a handful of features shared with the 

other traditions: ~LONG(comitative), BEEN, BY AND BY, GOT,. PLENTY 

and TOO MUCH. Of these only GOT does not belong to _the. world-wide 

group and hence might conceivably indicate a regional affinity; but 

in itself it is not impressive evidence., and it may be that GOT 

is more widespr~ad than I . have indicated, and _hence not very valuble 

as a Sino-Pacific feature. 5 

- The lack of- affinity ,with other Pacific pidgins agrees with the 

known history of the Pitcairn community. Founded late in the 18th 

century, when European presence in the Pacific ·was still very limited 

and the connection between China and the islands had not yet been 

established, it developed in isolated condition&foi nearly tweriti 
years (1790-1808)°, and in only gradually increasing contact with the 

. . 

outside world- since that time. ·conly two ships visited Pitcairn 

during the decade after re-discovery.) There may have been some 

exposure to outside pidgin traditions during the time of frequent 

visits by whalers, but by that time Pitcairnese was throughly 

creolized, and probably not much affected. Moreover, early visitors' 

accounts suggest that the Pitcarners may have used a book-learned 

' ' 
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Standard English in conversing with strangers. · (See Ross;: 'll.8.~20; 

Orlebar, 15~16.) 

Hawaiian 

Hawaiian pidgin has all the clear Sino-Pacific features but, 

significantly, none of the Southwestern or Melanesian ones. To put 

it anothir way, Hawaiian pidgin and the Southwestern traditions have 

nothing in common that cannot be explained by a ' common ':inheritance 

from CC and other parts of the world. In historical terms -, if any 

specifically South Seas pidgin traditions were present in Hawaii 

before the massive importation of Asian .plantation labou±-ers in the 

late 19th century, they have been quite throughly submerged. Docu ... 

mentary evidence ought to cast considerable light on this question, 

but ·for the present study I have not attempted an intensive search 

· of Hawaiian mnterial. 
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4~ DOCUMENTARY STUDY 

In this section I will present some material from the writings 

of 19th-century visitors to the South Pacific which provides 

information on the early stages of Pidgin English and on the .. 

con~act-language situation in general • 

. NeedJ..ess to say, . I have searched only a fraction o:f the extant 

published literature, not to mention the unpublished journals, 

lette.rs .and other manuscripts which undoubtedly contain mat.erial 

O·f .value. Nor . is it necessary, to re-emphasize the caution with . 

which quotations in this sort of literature mµst be treated • . None 

of the early ·writers were professional linguists; most suffered 

from strong .prejudices . with respect to pidgi1;q and many probably 

;'e:Lt fr,ee to distort, exaggerate or even fabricate .for the sake of 

a mor.e pictwesque or amusing arrative. Still, I have found very · 

little evidence of wholly imaginary pidgin, o:r of . the transplantation 

of other pidgin traditions to the Pacific. Specifically Chinese 

pidgin features, for example, are not found, except where the 

speaker is a Chinese. 

Geographically, the centre of my interest has been the New Hebrides, 

both because my research began there, and because it seems to have been 

the area of earliest pidgin development in Melanesia. I have also 

examined a large amount of literature covering most of the other island 

groups of Polynesia, Melanesia and Micronesia. For four major peripheral 

areas, however, for various reasons, my coverage has been slight in 

proportion to the total body of existing material. In New Zealand the 

trail of pidgin seems to end with Nicholas. Whatever Maori-pakeha 

contact traditions may have persisted after his time seem to have been 

ignored by the published writers. For Australia, New Guinea and Hawaii 

I have relied mainly on secondary sources, in the belief that others 

with access to local libraries and archives in these places will be 

able to do a far more adequate job than I could in a general survey 

of this sort. 



First Conte.ct 

Explorers a nd .others entering an unknown area had, a t first, to 

,:-ely on ·hopefui univ~rsal principles of gesture a nd mime. (One con

vention which may have had wide currency in the P~cific was the 

wavi~g . of a green bough to indica te welcome or friendly intentions. 

See, for example, Shine berg 1971 :33 ·, and Paulding, 99.) They might 

also at tempt to use the known language of anothe_r isla n,d. Ct>ok I s 

experience had shown th~t . ?losely re.lated languages mig~t . be : spoken on 

isla,nds _.thoµsands of miles apa rt, and b e fore the linguistic map of 

:bhe Pacific wa s . filled in, a iot of such experimenta tion went · on. 

r 

Their _potentia l us e fulness as interpreters .was, in f a ct, onE! of '!ihe 

rea sons na tives. we r e t nken on boa rd Europea_n ships. Dil,lon recounts 

a rather extreme example of this sort of thing: 

We l a y a t anchor in Gore's Ha rbour in New Irelru;id for 
four days~· whe re' we complete d our water, and were visited · 
by the islanders, who . were comple tely ignorant of the 
several dia lects spoken ·to them by the following p ersons, 
who were part of my crew a nd p a ssengers :--v_iz., Brian 
Boroo,( a prince of New Zea l a nd; Morgan Mackmurragh, a 
nobleman of the same pla ce; four nativ_es of Otaheite, two 
o'f the Marquis Islands,' a nd one of the Sandwich Islands. 
I _ attempted . to conve.rse with them in the ,B,e,tee. [Fijian] . :
language, but without success; and Martin Bushart was not 
more. succ essful with the _Tucopian dialect; l th,en . tried 
the Bengb.lee or Malay, but ·with the same result. 

,{Dillon, I:36) . 

The Spread of Bilingua lism 

· Reports of individua l isln
1

nders who knew some Eriglish-- occ-ur · from the 

earliest 19th-century records: 

The "Mercury" put1 in ,amo~g. the Tonghta boo Islands, 
to }"~!.er.: .• .. •!! O::t?:~ . o.f .. . t~~~ [J ongans], who·. s.po~e cf little 
English, . informed Mr Siddons he ha d b'een in . art English 
vessel, advised him.not - to a:llqw his people to trade with 

. :his coun:trymen, as they were very trea cherous •••• He stated 
that the_ plnn for a tta cking t;he . "Pqrt au Prince" _had been. , 

. directed by a na'tive' of 0-why~J:iee, who, speaking ·good : 
Engl;i.sh, had first gone on b.oard and represented __ the 

• natives as ~ hospitable people.... . . , . 

(Sydney Gazette, 6/8/1809, quoted in Im Thurn) 
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By far the most common explantion for this knowledge was tha-t 

the person in question hnd been aboard an English or Americ9n ship, 

most often a whaler~ ,Whaling crews were oft~n a multi-na tional mix, 

desertion was a common occurrence, not to mention dea th from disease 

or misadventure; and cnptairis did not hesitate to fill out their 

crews with recruits from even the most "uncivilized11 islands. Thus 

·from early in the century there existed a w:j..desprend group of 

Pacific island natives with some experience of the wider world, and 

some command of English. 

Bilingual Europeans were much less common aboard ship, a s they 

rarely spent long enough in one place to acquire the language. The 

e:x:ceptionswere those who jumped ship _or were wrecked or abandoned 

to become "beachcombers", the first group of Europeans to achieve 

reasonable competence in the indigenous langunges of the Pacific. 

Beachcombers apparently "went na tive" linguistically as well as 

in many other cultural respects. Their linguistic competence is 

take,n for granted by: nearly ali Write:rs, and they routinely served 

as interpreters for visiti~g ships. Thus their interaction with the 

native people was· essentially in the native languC1.ge, and_ this seems 

to" have extended even into . the home. Campbell remarks of .the Hawaiian 
. . . 

wife of Isaac Davis, who had lived in the islands for nearly 20 years, 

that •1her knowledge of the. English language was very limited, ex

tending only :to the words yes and no •••• " (Campbell,148). An English

man named Brown, who had been a ship mate of William Mariner's on the 

!:£::!~Prince, had lived on Vava'u for 24 years when visited PY 

Orlebar in 1830. The visitor later wrote: 

I snw his, house anfi~~hildren, who were. very .pretty and 
interesting; . and though not knowing~ ;La.n.guage, were 
taught by the fe.ther botTTo read and write, , and above all 
tne knowledge of a Supreme Being. -

, , .. , , . . · ( Or le bar, 80. Emphasis added.) 

Thus, while the beachcombers undoubtedly played a · roie :in. spreading 

European vocabulary for new objects, · institutions and ideas, as part 
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of their general trans-cultural , po.s;i.tion, they were probably of 

little importance in the emergence of a distinct pidgin tradition. 

The seconp. bilingual European group, ~he missionaries, were. also 

of little importance for somewhat similar reasons. W~,th few exceptions, 

they made it their first task to learn the local language, a necessary 

prerequisite to any effective preaching and to the translation of 

the sacred books, English was, _of course, . spoken in missionary 

families, and was generally a . part .. o[ the educational curric1,1lum, · 

but . within the mission sphere of influence_ a stable bilingualism, . 
. . - , ·. . . 

rath.er than pidgtniz0 tion, was the rule .• Pidgin. was, moreover_, 

identified ytith contact between the natives and traders and other 

secular whites, contact which the missionaries oft7n ,vi~wed with 

suspicion and hostility. A typical attitude is reflepted in .the . 

description of Tikilasoa village on Nguna, New Hebrides, by the . 

Presbyterian missionary Peter Milne in 1870: 

All the men •• ,hc.ve beeri away at Sydney, Brisbane arid ' 
other places working for white men, but instead of beihg 
better they are a grea t deai ' wors~ · 6f hrtving be~n ·away. 
I have not seen a man, nor a boy, who does not smoke 
constantly, many of them are tob fond of the grog which 
the unprincipled traders give them, and all in this 
village ,vho· can speo.k·~ litt;Le :bro.ken-English, with one 
exception and he is dead, swear dreadfully. 

(Don, 84) 

Broken Vernacular 

It has been stated above that qec1chcomb~r:s very quickly (within 

a few mo:ri.ths, it would $eem,) became competent in the .local language, 

and used it in all their intercourse with the natives. This statement 

may need to be qtialified. Though they were ·almost always described, 

both by themselves .. and, others, as spreaking the ianguate 0 :fluently'' 

or "perfectly"; · there is some reason to -s'tispect that what some of 

them spoke Was not a fully grammatj_cal version of the vernacular.' ' 
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One of the few writers t6 voice this suspicion Rt the time was 

Peter Dillon, · searching at Vanikoro in 1827 for evidence of the f a te 

of La P;rouse's exp~d{tion. He had brought with him a Tikopian, 

Rath'ea (Ratia), who professed to know the Vanikoro language from 

having lived there for five years. Not being able to speak Tikopian, 

however, Dillon was obliged to m~ke use of a second interpreter, 

the above-mentioned Martin Bushart (Buchert); a German who had 

lived oh Tikopia ·for some time. When •this complicated arrangement 

was ·tried out, however, Dillon "was much vexed to find that, . not

withstandirig Martin's long residence on Tucopia (about thirteen 

years), his knowledge of that language was very imperfect." 

(Dillon, II:156). 

Further evidence may be found in the occaional vernacular 

quotations given by beachcombers in their narratives. ·Archibald 

Campbell, who spent just over a year in Hawaii (1809-10), includes 

a vocabulary and a number of sentences int~~ appendix to his book. 

The sentences show anomalous word order, lack of grammatical particles, 

and othe:p features which suggest pidginization (f9r. example, ab

normal redupli?ation, as riloe-moe "sleep''.,· for normal ~). The 

following sentence iilustrates this: 

(Campbell) "The captain wishes to purchase a gr.eat. many hogs.; .. 1.1. 

Eree te motoo mukee-mukee tooai nooee te poa 

(Modern · Ali I i ka moku niakem.."'tke kuu 1ai nui ka pua 1 a 
spelling) 

(Normal Makemake ke ali'i o _ka moku e ku'ai i na pua'a, he nui. 
· Hawaiian) 

It must be admitted that Campbell's stay in Hawaii was relatively 

short, .and that his Hawaiian was .recalled from memory two years 

af~er he had left. However, the po.asibility ·.must suggest itself 
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that islanders may have accepted an imperfect version of their 

language from white man, and may even have used it themselves in 

their dealings with them. 

Early J·argon in Polynesia 
' 

Two early writers giman unusually large amount of dialogue in 

contact situations in their narratives. Because they are so much more 

copious than their contemporaries, and because their accounts of the 

linguistic situation tend to agree and confirm each other; much of 

the following discussion will be based on their writings. 

John Liddiard Nicholas, Esq. spent about three months in northern 

New Zealand (from December 1814 to March 1815), in the company of 

Samuel Marsden and other missionaries. His two-volume record of his 

experien9es contains a large number of wor~s and short phrasesi and 

a few sentences , mainly spoken by Maoris. Interestingly, he includes 

excerpts from two earlier writers (Savage, Vol.I, 428n.; Collins and 
. . 

King, _Vol.II, Appendix 1), which include very similar quotations, 

thus tending to confirm that some such jargon was prevalent. 

Herman Melville's stay in the South Seas, during 1842 and 1843, 

was likewise short:. three or four weeks in Taipi valley o.n Nukuhiva 

in the Marquesas, a few weeks on Tahiti and Moorea, and three and 

a half months in Hawaii. There has been much discussion as to the 

proportions of fact and fiction in Typee (1846) and~ (1847), the 

two books based on these experiences. (See any.critical edition for 

references.) It is agreed that Melville cribbed ethnographic information 

from various sources, notably Ellis's Polynesian Researches, all;d that 

he distorted and rearranged various aspects of events for literary 

effect •. Nevertheless, the general nature of Melville's jargon agrees 

so well with Nicholas's and with occasional examples from other . writers 

of the period, that I believe it is probably a faithful record of 
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the ~ of comm:unication syst·em prevailing in the situation •. 

Both Melvillets and .Nicholas's material include some utterances 

which are purely Polynesian in vocabulary, _ but with the , peculiarities 

noted above in Campbell's Hawaiian: English word order, la<r.k of 

grammatical partic~es, and abnormal reduplication. There are also 

utterances with wholly English vocnbulary, and with every degree 

6 of mixture in be.tween. Some examples: 

nuee nuee areekee 

ittee ittee tungat~ 

"great chief" (Nicholas, I:301). 

"common men" (Nicholas, II:102) 

Mr. Nicholas nuee nuee henerecka 

"Mr·. Nicholas jokes too much" (II :34) 

Keekee maitai.~ 0 nuee _nuee hanna ha:q.na pqrtarto 

"Zeke is good--he makes plenty of 
potatoes" (Omoo, Ch.67) 

H_appar keekeeno nµee ••• nuee, nuee, ki . ki kannaka! -- ah! . owle mo"barkeel 
11 The Happar .are very bad ••• they eat 
a lot of · people -- not good! i, 

_(Typee, Ch.13) 
, 

Ah, karhowree sabbee lee-lee, ena arva tee maitai! 

homi pickeninnee wow 

tungata tihi no good 

me tickee tickee 

etiketica no . henerecka 

''Ah, the: white man knows little, this 
!!-liquor is good!" (Omoo, Ch.72) 

"Give the child a nail" (Nicholas I:280) 
11A thief is not good" (II:52) 

"I saw it" (II:52) 

"A chief never deceives" (II:363) 

me, tamaree • .".plenty kanaka Martair 

"When I was · a boy, there were·many 
people at Ma 1atea" (Omo?, Ph.55) 

Why you ··no . like to stay? Plenty moee-moee -- plenty ki-ki -
plenty whihenee -- Oh, very good place Typee. (Typee, Ch.33) 

Captain, he come to New Zealand, he come as~ore, and tihi all 
my potatoes~ ••• (Nicholas~ I:11) 

. . There are .. some indications in this material that something more is 

involved than simply~~ mixture of English and Polynesian. 
. . 

· Sa.bbee is, of course, a well.;..k:hown cosmopolitan item~ The form 

motaki ' "goodJI, also, appears to have been peculiar to jargon use in 

the · Marquesas~- It occurs · in a number of ·writers besid~s Mel ville 

(Stewart, 201-2; Paulding, 41; Printer, 116), and is apparently o.n 
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institution~lized mispronunciation of Marquesan meitaki. Dordillon's 

Marquesan dictionary lists motaki, but explains it as "from English". 

Another apparent jargonism is tickee tickee, "see", consistently used 

by Nicholas, where Maori~ has been metathesized as well as re

duplicated. Nicholas also consistently uses~ for "good" (I:85 et 

passim), which is not the Maori word (pai) but rather from Tahitian 

maita'i. While Melville does tend to mix Marquesan, Tahitian and 

Hawaiin forms quite promiscuously in his jargon (and in this respect 

his representation may not be accurate), Nicholas, with this one 

·exception, ·uses only Maori vocabulary·, and there seems to be no 

evidence that he was acquainted with any other Polynesian language. 

A word such as mai ta' i c_o~ld have entered New Zealand as early as 

1769, when Cook arrived with the Tahi'tian int~rpreter Tupaia. A noun 

maitai; which may be of the same origin, survives in Maori as the 

word for "iron", but there is no evidence that it was ever in general 

use with the meaning "good". Nicho;t.as 1s jargon, however, suggests that 

it may have been remembered as a. "foreign 11 word nnd incorporated into 

the contact language trndit.ion. 
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Features of Early Jargon 

The above ·--exi1inples ha.ve already shown some of the fen tures used 

in the previous section for compnro.live purposes. The following is 

~ list, with exa.mples, of . those fe~tures attested in my sources 

(mninly Polynesian nnd Micronesian) up . to 1860. The citations are 
. . . . . 

preceded by the loc~tion nnd do.to of the roported utterance, or by 
.. 

the ethnic identity of the speaker, when not n na.tive of the plnce. 

Parentheses enclose features for which fewer than three attestations 

have been found. 

ALL SAME: Hawaiian, 1836 

Kusaie, 1860 

Marsha~lese,1860 

(BEEN): Portuguese, 1860 

(BELONG1 ): Fiji, 1840 1 s 

Kusaie, 1844 

••• sandwich Island kanaka ~ ~ ~ ~ 

· haole -- all 1 e same a' you! (Dana,Ch.19) 

Me no all srune Strong's Island Kanaka 

pool; me ~ p_le_nty. (Printer,145) 

While here two large canoes arrived from 
McAskyll's Island [Pingelap] •••• I lent 
them a compc..ss, and Dr. Gulick, _who was 
somewhat acquainted with their i'angun.ge, 
explained its use 1 at which they were 
very much astonished, but pointed out an 
old bushy-headed veteran, whose eyes 
looked out from under his shaggy locks, 
saying thnt his head was "all srune 9-s 
compass".' (Vb.rd, Mrirsha.11 1) 

What man ·been takey my molass? (Printer,111) 

••• man belongen ebery place see me; me like um 

man belongen noder place. (Erskine, 461) 

ship small, no more two masts, belong Woahoo 

(Ward, Kusaie 14) 

BULLAMACOW: While not quoted in any jcrgon context during the period 

in question, this form is reported from the Isle of Pines at 

least as early as 1841 (Shineberg 1971:57), from Samoa and 

Fiji about 1850 (Erskine, 81, 188), and as widespread in 

Melanesia about the same time (Inglis, last page). 

BY AND BY: Hawaiian, 1836 By-'em-by money pau -- all gone; then 

Ka.nn.ka work plenty. (Dana, Ch.18) 

Marquesas, 1842 by by Kannaka get mad, kill you and me too 

(Typee, Ch.33) 

?, l840 1s? born-by me ea.tee you (Jacobs,cited in Churchill) 
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(GOT); Marquesas, 1859 I a sked one of the leading men ••• if we could 
have p0~missioh to visit the above named 
cocoanut grove; he said, "0 no, got gote 
up there", meaning a god. (Ward,Marquesas 41) 

Gilbertise?,1860 You think carva been poison? Strong's Island 
no got poison. (Printer, 147) 

(HE): Kusaie, 1860 

Tongan, 1845 

(HIM): Hawaiian, 1836 

Very good; 1nother day's sun he come all right. 

(Print.er, 131) 

Oh, me live with one mission in Tonga; I learn 
English, I wash, my Wife, he iron •••• (Wallis,58) 

No! We no all I e same a I you! Suppose ·one ·got 

money, all got money. You -- suppose one got 

money -- lock him up in chest. No good! Kanaka 

all 'e same a' one! (Dana, Ch.19) 

See also the first item under BELONG1 • 

KAIKAI: This form is recorded by Nicholas in New Zealand (I:267 et pass.) 

by Coulter in the Marquesas (228), and by the Nova~a at 

Sikaiana in the Solomons (446). In all these cases, local 

Polynesian languages have kai as the intransitive verb "eatn 
" . - . 

or noun "food", but the consistent use of a reduplicated 

form · suggests a jargon tradition. Also, the Novara crew were 

.. a.ppa:·ently communicating i r English, and would hard],y haye . 
' quoted the word unless it had occurred in a non-Polynesian 

context. 7 

The earliest record of , this word in a -non-Polynesian .area · 

is i~ Printer (115). A drifting canoe full of Gilbertese w~s 

. picked up bya whaler, and the writer noted that "their constant 

· cry was I Ki ki 1 (eat)". 

(PICCANINNY): This is recorded by Nicholas (II,?l;I,280), but there 

are no other occurrences in the li tern ture I · ha ve examined .• 

(PIGEON}::. Kusaie; .. 1.~60 . . -All the same ·white gal, only he got wing 

all the same pigeon. (Printer, 130) 

Shineberg (1967:75), referring to Bwaxat, chief of Hienghene, 

New Caledonia in the 1840 1s, who had acquired a gun, 

writes: " ••• soon becoming a capable marksman, he succeeded 

in adding 1 pigeon 1 to his diet." The use of quotes suggests 

that the word is being used in the extended sense, but I 

have not be en able to check the original source. 
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PLENTY: Vanikoro, . 1827 Q. How many moons were they in puilding it? 

A. Plenty of moons. (Dillon, II:160) 

Rarotonga, 1860 Go my house;. me got plenty fruit my house. 

(Printer, 94) 

See also the Melville quotes in the previous section. 

SIVVY: Tahiti, 1842 You sabbee me? ••• You know me, ah? (Omoo,Ch.26) 

1 (STOP): 
SUPPOSE: 

See also the second item under 11.LL 
quotes in the previous section. 

SAME, and the Melville 

see below* 
? , 1840 1's? Suppose me no see .my island, me no lik'e you 

too much. (Jacobs, cited in Churchill) 

Tongn.n·, 1845 suppose you want wash, me wash (Wallis,58) 

See also under HIM. 

TOO MUCH: ? 1840 I 5?• . ' too much a moon (many) 

what for you too much a pool (Jacobs/Churchill) 

Gilbertese, 1860 me too much sick (Printer, 147) 

Kusaie, 1860 he too much bad man (Printer, 173) 

See also the first item under SUPPOSE. 

A number of (?ther widespread features of early jargon could be 

established, mainly lexical items found both in early texts and as 

loanwords in indigenous languages, such as CALABOOSE, "jail", . 

COPPER, "copper, sheet me tall', FLOUR, "bread", GAMMON; "lie, deceive, 
. . 

nonsense", GROG, "alcoholic drink", MOON, "month", OUI-OUI, "Frenchman", 

and others. Also worthy of mention are the adjectives .VERY GOOD, 11good" 

and NO GOOD, "bad", generally used as predicates, and often with a 

sentential subject: 

Now, got plenty money; no good, work. Mamule,. money pau -

all gone. Ah! Very good, work! (Dana, Ch.18) 

Me ·think missionary stop board . that ship 

(Bingham, 35) 
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The Nature cf the Early Jargon 

The question o'f whether the material we are considering reflects 

one jargon or several is perhaps unanswerable. The preceding sections 

have shown that there were co:mr:ion features widely distributed in space 

and time which rule out the possibility of completely independent local 

improvisations in each island group. Likewise, in those situations 

where something like a 11broken Polynesian" was apparently used, as in 

Nicholas and Melville, the existence of mixed utterances makes it 

difficult to draw a line separating it from "broken English". 

A unified view of the jargon could begin by regarding it as a 

situat:i,on in wllich nll p_arties recognized that some type of modified 
- .... ., · -

communication was required • . A loose colle,c:tion _of syntactic . pn.tterns 

and le?Cical itemz was available, which the individual spea~er :5elec,~ed 
, ~. I ! • 

and used <l:ccording to the extent of his knowledge .and his estimation 

of his chances of being understo9d • . 

-The basic· word order of the jargon normally ' follows Engl:i.sh. Subject 

precedes verb, which precedes object and other complements; modifiers, 

including possessives, generally precede nouns. Negation is indicated 

by ~ between subject and verb. Lex.i.cal choices would . include any 

items of the hearer's language and ~~y jargon: items (savvy, niaitai, etc.) 

known to 'the speaker, b.nd, when necessary, items .. from-the speaker:tj; .. 

own language, · generally the sii:iples't, as being most likely to be 

understood. · 

It is quite; likely that some user~ of the jargon in fact believed 

that ·they were speakingthehea.rer 1 s language. Campbell· presents his ' 
. . 

sentences as simply "Hawaiian''; and Nicholas may well have thought 

that he wa.s 1 recording · genui:ne Maori in such phrases as ·~ ~ -areekee. 

We have · little· information on what th·e· 'isla:nde~s thought about the 
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jargon. But on the analogy of later situations in New Guinea and 
. . . . .. - -~ '. . . . . 

elsewhere (Mtthlhllusler 1976:109, Reinecke 1937:100), it may well 

be that many did not distinguish between jargon and English. 8 

Some European writers do comment on the essentially mixed nature 

of the jargon. Thus Dana, left on the beach in San Diego for several 

months with a group of Hawaiians, writes: 

They spoke a little English, and by a sort of compromise, 
a mixed language was used on the beach which could be 
understood by all. (Dana, Ch.19) 

Much earlier, Governor King described a similar situation with two 

Maori chiefs who had been taken to Australia: 

Myself and some of the officers ••• could make our ideas known, 
and tolerably well understood by them. They too, by inter
mixing what English words they knew with what we knew of 
their language, could make themselves sufficiently understood 
by us~ (Collins, 525) 

Finally, Mrs. Wallis writes of her husband's communication with the 

people of "Young William's Group 11 in the central Carolines: 

Mr. W's talk to them is like Mosaic work. His sentences 
are a mingling of English, Feejeean and Spanish ••• . (Wallis,196) 

In addition to the well-known distinction between creole (with a 

native-speakin.g community) and pidgin (without), ~R~Yw¥iters further 

divide the .non-creole type into (true) pidgins and jargons {or 

extended and restricted pid_gins), the former being distinguished 

hy larger vocabulary, more extensive grammntical resources, and 

greater stability. I have been using the term 11 jargon11 for the 

material : at. hand. on the assumpti_on that it was of. the limited, 

unstable type. In fact, given the small quantity of the data and the 

non-scientific intentions of the recorders,- it is very _difficult to 

· justify any direct conclusions on this score. If,however, we assume 

that . the jargon. is a single . system, an¢!. that the document~ ·sources 
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provide a fairly accurate record of it, it is clear that its variabilli:ty 

was very great indeed. This would ac~ord with the fact that it was 

spoken mainly in transient situations, with a few Eersons thrown tqgether 

for a matt&r of months a t most -- not conditions likely to produce 

stability. 

I have found only one reference which suggests the existence of a 

stable form of communication which ~as neither ~glish nor a locai 

ve~nacular. Unfortunately the source gives no documentatio~ of the 

language itself, but I include it here as being of considerable int~rst. 

Kusaie, in the eastern Caroli.Les, was a popular watering and provieion-
. .. 

ing place for whalers in the early nineteenth century. The linguistic 

effect of this was 0b s e~~,:~d 1';:1 a:-:, 1843 visitor, who noted "what appears 

very remarkable, nearly every nB-tive could converse in good Engli,sh." 

(Viard, Kusaie 11) . An even more interesting comment appears about two 

decades l a ter,in an extensive report on missionary activity in Micro-

nesia : 

Before the missionaries landed upon the island [in 1852], the 
natives had a cquired a smattering of the English l anguage. 
This was Merely t he result of their intercourse with foreign
ers, principally :s eamen. They were able , to employ intelligently 
a grea·cer number o:!: Engli3h words than those Havmiians who ha ve 
lived for yen.rs i1:. f 0reign families ·in Honolulu. So great . was 
their knowl edge of E1:1gl ~.sh, tha t Mr. Snow endeavored for nearly 
fou:::.- years nft e:c commencing his miss.ion to. preach _in broken 
English, OJ~ Ang10-Kusaiean 0 He endeavored to teach the English 
in scho.ol, but he finally abandoned_ the experiment, :and fell 
back on the ver~acular of the na tives. He found it to be 
exceedj_ngly difficult to communicate religious truths in this 
mixture of Kus aiean, English, Spanish, Hawaiian and other 
languages • . • • ~ While at Strong I s Island [Kusaie] 1 we were 
surprised 'iri ·n1ingling amongst the na tives to find so many of 

. them who were able · to speak in the jargon which .· has been 
tli"u.s iri"troduced. -~ •• · (Ward, Micronesia 9, pp.472-3) 

No specimens of 11Anglo--Kusaieann are given in this report, but it 
· 1· · 

seems reasonable to hop0 tha t s omP. surviving manuscript may contain 

a more detailed record of this fascinating episode. 
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I have not searched for documenta tion of Pidgin English after about 

1860 in Polynesia or Micronesia. It appears, however, that almost 

everywhere the jar·gon tradition gave way to a more or less stable 

bilingualism. 9 (In Polynesia , the most important single factor in this 

was probably the existence of ~ single major indigenous language in ea ch 

island group, as contrasted with the well-known linguistic hetero

geneity of Melanesia.) Therefore , after a brief look a t the Australian 

situation, the focu$ of attention in the next historical period will 

be shifted to Melanesia. 

Australia · 

It is clear that some type of contact language was in use from the 

earliest days of European settlement in Australia~ In a well-known 

passage, Collins refers to ''a barbarous mixture of English with the 

Port Jackson dialect" prevailing between whites and blacks there in 

1796 (Collins, 544). Texts from the p eriod 1820-1850 recorded in 

Australia (Ramson 1966, Ch.6) and Tasmania (Henry Melville, 39-40n., 

75-6n.) show a number of pidgin fe a tures found elsewhere. These are 

mainly of the world-wide group: ALONG (comitntive), BEEN, PICCANINNY, 

PLENTY, TOO MUCH. - But there is also the Sino-Pacific ALL SAME, and 

thJ:? ... :VERY. GOOD noted above as characteristic of early South Pacific 

jargon, as well as the Southwestern BELONG1 in its earliest attestation: 

i~itefellow brother belongit to blackfellow (Ramson 1966:109) 

Here and elsewhere we have a reflex of English fellow, but it seems 

to be restricted to the_ two wor~s whi tefellow and blackfellow 1 which 

does not strongly suggest a connection with either of our comparative 

features. All of these resemblances are consistent with the fact that 

at this period Sydney and other Australian ports were an integral 

part of the general South Pacific whaling and trading network. 
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Among sp cifically Australian characteristics o'' this early

material are the use of IT as a transitive suffix: 

••• prisoner no liket me than, ·givet me nothing. (Helville,40) 

and a number· of words of aboriginal origin, including ~ "not", 

pudgeree "good", carbon "big", jer.:£_~ "afraid", murry "very, much", 

pyall~ "talk", and~~ 11 eat, food". Unlike gin, corroboree, kangaroo 

and many others, these have not passed into general Australian English. 

Neither are they intrusio·ns from the speaker I s native language, for 

as Ramson shows, they are mainly from the language or languages of 

the Port Jackson region, but very early appear · in record~d speec'J:1 of 

abo:d.ginals from different language areas. A number of these words 

appear in Lentzner (1892), supported mainly be quotations from 

Grarit (1881), suggesting that they continued in use into the l~tter 

part of the century. What is striking, however, is that with the 

exception of transitive I~, they are not found in Bamaga'pidgin, 

in Roper Ri··. er creole, i _n the Aus1.,ralian pidgin deucribed by Hall (1943), 

or in any of the random sample of 20th-century sources I surveyed 

(Bnnfield, Blo.ckweJ.l a:nd Lockwood, Gunn, Harney, Mountford, Spencer 

a~dGille~). At t i1e s6me time, the so~rces _just mentione~ show a 

number of Sino-Pacific and Southwestern features not previously .. 

attested in Australia, j ncluding ALONG (l~cative), CATCH, HIM, F.ELLmv1, 

SAVVY .and. WHAT NA.NE. This apparent discontinuity tends to support 
. . . 

the hypothesis (advanced by Wurm," 1013) that the late 19th century 

"Kanaka pidgin 11 of the Queensland plantation~ had a strong influence 
. I . . . . . 

o:p. Australiaii. Aboriginal pidgin..- Much more- through documentary study 

wilJ. be required, however, to establish the timing and extent of 

this influence. 
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Early Melanesian Pidgin_ 

The islands of Melanesia enjoyed a reputation for savage inhabitants 

e.nd unhaalt;hy climate which delayed the onset of intensive European 

intrusion for some decades after the original discoveries. It was 

sandalwood which was responsible for tl'le first major wave of European 

visitors and the first transient pidgin-using communities. (The first 

missionaries arrived about the snme time, but for reasons which have 

been discussed they were of less importance _in the development of 

pidgin. For the fullest account of the sandalwood trade, see Shineberg 

1967. Some btche ~~was probably also being gathered at this time 

under similar social conditions.) 

The trade, which began in earnest in the 1840 1 s (a brief "rush" on 

Eromanga in 1829-30 had no direct sequel), centered in the southern 

New Hebrides, the Isle of Pines, the Loyalty Islands and parts of 

New Caledonia. As part of the enterprise, James Padden and other 

sandalwood traders set up "stations" -- more or less permanent camps 

in the islands where the wood was collected and stored to await 

shipment. The populations of such stations included not only European 

overseers and local laboure.rs, but also workers brought from other. 

islands in the region (for example, from Efate in the New Hebrides 

to New Caledonia), and probably also a certain number of more distant 

migrants, such as the Maoris and Chinese who were part of Paddon•e 

first party (Shineberg 1967:98,190-8). Thus the sandalwood stations 

created, on a small sc~le, the typ~ of conditions which later prevailed 

on _plantations, and which were apparently so cruciai in the development 

of Melanesian pidgin. 

Historians of the period assert that pidgin was prevalent both 

on the stations and generally throughout the area (Shineberg 1967: 

79,83, Pisier, 148), but unfortunately I have been able to find no 
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example~ of it in the co??,text of the sn.ndalwood trade,_ ~s little of its 

primary material ho.s .been published. ·Two late :examples, howeve;;,, are 

to be found in tne missionary literatur:• The first reference to 

"sandalwood English -- a sort of peculia r broken English, which traders 

use with the na tives all over the islands", occurs in a letter of 1865 

from Maggie Whitecross Paton, wife of the celebrated missionary John 

G. Paton. It was written from Mare in the Loyalty Islands, when the 

couple were on their way out to the New Hebrides for the first time. 

Although labour recruitment to Queensland had begun in 1863, and it 

is possible that a few labourers might have returned by 1865, it is 

unlikely that they would have been able to spread a new contact language 

"all over the islands" in such a short time. Thus there is no reason 

to question the . aptness of the term 11snndalwood English", or to doubt 

th0.t a form of pidgin was . widely used in this area before the labour 

trade began. 

Mrs. Paton illustrates "sandalwood English" witL the following short 

sermon preached by her husband at Mare: 

Jehovah very good. He love Black Man all same White Man. 

He send Son belonga Him. He die for all Man. (Paton, 6-7) 

The earliest text recorded from the New Hebrides is also from a 
. . . ·10 . ,, 

missionary source, and probably dates from 1859. It is the speech 

of a Tanna man arguing against allowing missionaries to settle on 

the island: 

You see~ •• no· · good · missionary stop · Tanna. Suppose missionary · 
stop here, by and by he speak, . 1 Very good, aLl Tanna man 
make a work.' You see ' that no good: ' Tanna man he ho too much 
like work. By-and..;.bye ·· missionary speak, 'No good woman make 
a work: very good, all man he only get one woman. :' .. You see 
Tanna man no like that; he speak, 'Very goo~ plenty · woman: very 
good woman make all work. ' Tanna man no save work. ·. ~.he too 
much . lazy; he too . much ... gen tlemau ! 
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You see., •• suppose missionary stop here, he tell .ali man, 
'Very good, get a clothes,' That no goodi very good, white 

-man get a clothes; very good., black mari make ·a paint. Suppose 
black fe+low get a clothes he no look well: you look this 
fellow; h~ no look well! (Mcfarlane, 106) 

Taking these two texts together with the fragments of New Caiedonian 

pidgin from the mid-1860 1s collected by Hollyman (25-7), we find the 

early jargon features ALL SAME, BELONG1 , BY AND BY, HE, KAIKAI, PLENTY, 

SAVVY, SUPPOSE and TOO :MUCH (_V). The only previously unattested 

· · · 1 1 
features are ALL and STOP I both in the Tanna text -- though here, 

as very often, it is hard to distinguish clearly between the meaning 

"all" and simple plurality, or between "stay" and "be in a place". 

BELOI-m1 , a rare feature in early jargon, seems to be more regularly 
. 

used -- there are several examples in this very small corpus. 

These examples may be taken as representing the sort of pidgin 

that the first New Hebridean and New Caledonian recruits to plantation 

labour in Queensland and Samoa took with them. The labour trade, in 

addition to its direct linguistic effects, produced a sharp increase 

in the amount of attention paid to Melanesia by the outside world, 
. . . 

and consequently in the number of written records containing 

evidence about pidgin. From the 1870 1 s we have the first occurrences 

of the remaining early jargon features (except for GOT and PICCANINNY), 

as well as a number of new items, which are marked with an asterisk 

below. 

*ALONG: . Tqnna, 1877 

Ettlae, 1879 

*ALL ~OGE'I'HER: see ALONG 

BEEN: see Ai,Q~µ 

*BELONG2: Efate, 1878 

Me bin work . long-a Maryboro •.. _ ~Giles,37) 

••• you bin tell me altogether man fooi put im 

red longa_face. (Gilesi -57) 

Chief,:he speak -- how much you pay belong stop 

along Vila? (Wawn,144) 
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· .BULLAMACOW: European, 1877 I wn.nt plenty man come work ·Rockhampton, 

work long bulla-ma-cow. (Giles, . 40) 

*FELLOVt": Tanna, 1877 ••• my word me plenty work long that fellow 

Massa lo~g-a-soogar. (Giles,37) 

ibid. 

?, 1877 

Suppose you give me one fellow musket, me give 

you one fellow boy. (Giles,4ln) 

My word 1 big fellow policeman, long fellow 

knife. (Giles,110) 

HIM: see ALONG, KILL, WHAT NAME 

*KILL: Tanna, 1877 ••• he plenty fight, too much kill-em me •••• (Giles,37) 

*MAN BUSH: Makura, 1872 Well, Master;· man Makura, he no want 

PIGEON: Malekula, 1870 

*WHAT NAME: Tanna, 1877 

missionary. (Don,121) 

The wild birds ·are scarce, and . all go under 

the generic name Df pigeon ••• ~ (Hope,97) · 

What name work you want . em man he ._do.(Gi}es,40) 

It is about this time (the late 1870 1 s), according to Salisbury, that 

pidgin makes its first appearance in New Guinea, spreading rather 

rapidly in places where traders were active. Mtthlhtfusler (1975,1976) 

has shown that labour recruitment from the New Britain· a.nd New Ireland 

areas to German plantations in Samoa was also a major factor in the 

earliest .development of New Guinea pidgin. Salisbury lists a number 

of features which he says are found in. New Guinea pidgin by 1881. In 

addition to some early jargon features (BELONG1 , HIM, KAIKAI, SAVVY), 

they include FELLOW1 and FELLOW2
0 The latter is of special interest, 

as it does not appear in the New Hebrides until much later. (See below.) 

We may have here some evidence for early local differentiation -- an 

innovation in the New Guinea-Samoa variety of pidgin which only later 

spread to the New Hebrides. 

A few years later than this are Laya.rd's examples of New Caledonian 

pidgin, published in Schuchardt (1883). Beyond the early jargon group, 

the only new feature is FELLov?-, which is thus attested in all three 

areas by the mid-point of the labour trade period. 
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Piormier (1913) gives us the- first systematj,.c first.;.hand description 

of any South Pacific pidgin, based on the usage of Catholic missionaries 

on Malekula in -the 1890 1 s. ':rhis includes .the first New Hebridean 

attestations of CATCH (kasem), GOT (_i ~ ouine, "it is windy") and 

PICCANINNY (pikinini). Of more inferest, however, are the recognition 

of BY AND BY as a future-tense marker (ba nba:i!.lle !!!! ~), the first 

appearance of YOU ME (you !!i), and the use of po_stposed r a ther than 

prepo.s.ed TOO MUCH (_f goud ~ ~). 

The remaining features are attested in the New Hebrides by the 
. - . . 2 . 

time of Jacomb (1914,Ch.6): ALL - (All 1 e talk talk "They a.11 t.alked 
. ' . . --- ---- -- . 2 
together"), FELLOW -(~ feller, you feller), SOMETHING (What name that 

felle .r something... "What is that thing ••• ?") and the aspectual STOP~ 

(See the above discussion of this feature.) 

By about this time v,e . also have a dGscript_ion of Torres Straits 

"Jargon English" by Ray ( 1907), a J;>idgin spoken in the Kiwai are!;). ' of. 

Pa:pua by Landtman (1917,1918), and the various tu.,rn-of-the-century 

sources used by Churchill. In addition to the early jargon features, 

th_ey all exhibit the following: ALL1, ALL
2

, ALONG (locative), BELONG2 , 

FELLOvf, PIGEON, TOO MUCH (V _), ViH.AT NAME and YOU ME. 
C • 
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· 5,;SUMMARY 

Let us now quickly outline a historical picture based on the combined 

results of. the comparative and documentary investigations of sections 

3 and 4. (These results are summarized in Table 2.) 

Scattered evidence from before 1860 shows that the jargon contabt 

language in use between Europeans and natives in the Pacific islands 

(n.nd Australia) included a number of pidgin traditions known from 

elsewhere in the world. These included BY AND BY, PLENTY, SAVVY, SUPPOSE 

and TOO MUCH. There were also at least two, features suggesting a 

deriva tion from the older China Coast pidgin: ALL SAME and GOT. 

Though documentation of this j a rgon hardly antedates 1830, in order 

to account for those features found in Pitcatrnese, we may suppose 

that some of them entered the Pacific in the late 18th century. This 

jargon was highly variable, and at ti:r.ies included a large proportion 

of local vocabulary, as in the ma terial from Nicholas and Melville. 

The hapa haole speech of Hawaii in the early whaling days (Reinecke 

1969:34-6) was probably the local equivalent of these. (See t~e 

quotations :from Dana in the present paper.) A few of these localisms 

(KAIKAI, probably from Maori) and other innovations (BULLAMACOW, 

apparently coined in Samoa by 1840) achieved wide currency as part 

of the greater Pacific jargon tradition. A larger set of localisms 

defines an independent Australian tradition 0 

The absence of the three Sino-Pacific features CATCH, FELLowf and 

STOP 1 fr.om early r~~ords is puzzling. FELLOIJr-, in particular·, ought 

11 to be conspicuous in even a small corpus. . If we are to maintain 

the claim that ·these features are of Chinese origin, it will be necessary 

to postulate continued input from Chinese pidgin through the sandalwood 

period and perhaps beyond -- which is historically not too implausible. 



Feature 

ALL1 

ALL2 

ALL SAME 

ALL TOGETijER 

ALONG (comitative) 

· · 11 (locative) 

BEEN 

BELONG1 

BELONG2 

BULLAMACOW 

BY AND BY 

CATCH 

FELLOW1 

FELLOW2 

GOT 

HE 

HIM 

KAIKAI 

KILL 

MAN BUSH 

PICCANINNY 

PIGEON 

PLENTY 

SAVVY 

SOMEI'HING 
STOP1 

·· STOP2 

SUPPOSE 

TOO MUCH 

WHAT NAME 

YOU ME 
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TABLE 2 

Comparative 
Grouping 

SW 

S\'l 

S-P 

SW 

w 
SW 

w 
S-P(?) 

Mel 

Mel 

w 
S-P 

S-P (?) 

SW 

S-P 

S-P 0) 

w 
SW 

Mel 

Mel 

w 

. Mel 

w 

w 
w (?) 

S-P 

Mel 

w 
w 
SW · 

SW . . 

Earlie s t Pacific At t estation 

Tanna 1859 (McFarlane) 

NH 1914 (Jacomb) 

Hawaiians 1836 (Dana) 

Emae 1879 (Giles) 

Tasmania 1830's (Melville) 

Tanna 1877 (Giles) 

Portuguese l86o (Printer) 

Australia 1830's (Ramson) 

Efate 1878 (Wawn) 

Isle of Pines 1841 (Cheune) 

Hawaiians 1836 (Dana) . 

Malekula 1890 1 s (Pionnier) 

Tanna 1877 (Gil~~) 

NG 1881 (Salisbury) 

Marquesas 1859 (Ward) 

Tongan 1845 (Wallis) 

Hawaiians · 1836 (Dana) 

'New Zealand 1815 (Nicholas) 
Gilbertese 1860 (Printer) 

Tanna 1877 (Giles) 

Makura 1872 (Don) 

New Zealand 1815 (Nicholas) 
NH 1890 1 s (Pionnier) 

New Caledonia 1844. (Shineberg) 

Vanikoro 1829 (Di~lon) , . . 

Tahiti 1842 (Melville) 

NH 1914 (Jacomb) · 

Kucaie 1857 (Bingham) 

NH 1914 (Jacomb) 

Pitcairn 1821 (Ross) 
? 

1 
1840' s (Jacobs) .· 

Tanna 1877 (Giles) 

.Malekula 1890 1 s (Pionnier) 
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The Pacific jargon tradition established it'sei:f in Melanesia during 

the sandalwood period (1840-65). Though this period is rtot ' well ' docu· 

. z:i~nted~· the jargon may have taken sonie ·s,teps toward stabilization a~d 

systematicity, such as increasingly regula r use of BELONGl • .- PIGEON is 

another item which- may have originated in ' Melanesia at this t·ime. 

Systematization was accelerated, and a number Of important innova tions 

appeared, during the ec.rly years of : th·e · iabour tra:de (1865-80). These 

included ALONG (in the locative and other se~J.Ses)~ FELtow\ more system

atic use of HE and HIM (which have only rare precedents in ea-:rly 

jargon and CC), MAN BUSH, and WHAT NAME. All the major innovations 

of this period seem to have spread eventually throughout Melanesia, 

including the Torres Straits islands and pnrts of Papua, as well as 

to Samoa and even Austr~lia, where they largely obliterated the local 

traditions. (Plantation labourers in Fiji appear to have spoken some 

form of Fijian, and there is no evidence of any pidgin English 

associated with the labour trade there.) 

Within the framework of this comparison, therefore, there are no 

major differences among the six Southwestern traditions that would 

provide support for statements such as those mentioned at the 

beginning of this paper, to the effect that some of these traditions 

are closer than others to the pidgin of a century ago. 

Three of the world-wide features create a special problem, by being 

absent from CC and absent or rare in early jargon records. PICCANINNY 

is found in Nicholas, but not again in my sources until Pionnier at 

the end of the 19th century. This may well be because children were 

not a common topic of conversation in jargon situations. In any case, 

since PICCANINNY is more or less Standard English in the sense of 

"child of dark-skinned race", its presence is not too puzzling anywhere 

in the South Pacific. 
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BEEN is . mo~e of ¥J.: pr,oblem, occurring only once in . early jargon material, 

i~ 1~60, from a fortugu~se seaman. It turns ·UP several :times in the 

.1870s in th~; New Hebrides (Giles, Wawn), and later in the Solomons (1905), 

Torres Straits (1907) and .Papua (19ib7), but not in any early New Guinea 

sources, apparently_e Equally puzzling is SOMETHING, not found in early 

jargon, and appearing very late . in Melanesia and apparently not at all 
. . . . 

in Torr;es Stra.i ts or Australia • .. In such circumstances i ·t is hard to 

maintain a connection with the supposed Caribbean cogp.ates. 



6. "BEACH-LA-MAR" 

It is supposed, as pnrt of the standard account with which this 

paper began, that the early pidgin . or Jargon we have been· discmfoing . 

was known to contemporaries as "Bea.ch-ln.-mar'', and that this name is 

derived from b~che-de-~, a name for tlie ·treparig·or edible sea-slug. 
. . . . . 

Neither of these suppositions is strictly correct. The etymology and 

usage of the term are not of major importance, of course, but since 

more than one paper has already been devoted to the origin of the 

word. 11pidgin", it may be justifiable to take a few paragraphs to 
clarify the history of "Beach-la-mar". 

Holothuria and related genera are soft-bodied echonoderDis , found on 
. . . ' . . 

sandy bottoms in shallow \vate~ thro1.ighout the tropical Inda-Pacific. 

Highly esteemed as a gourr:iet food in China; . th'ey be.came an important 

item of Chinese trade with Indonesia probably in the late 17th . century 

(Macknight, 7-8). Europeaps entered the trade for the first time· in 

the early 19th century, with Australian, British and American traders 

collecting b~che de~ in Fiji, New Caledonia, Micronesia and 

elsewhere, and carrying .them to Chinese ports for sale. (See Ward 1972 

. ··· - - --- . 
for a recent general account of this trade.) 

Bt·che de ~ are easy enough to gather, being almost devoid of 

defence or mobility. But once caught, they mu.sf oe . cleaned, boiled 

and dried according to fairly precise standards in order to reach the 

market in a saleable condition. This meant the creation· of shore 

stations and the recruitment of native labour~ a.rid thus, like the 

gathering of sandalwood, created semi-permanent communities where a 

contact language could flourish. 

Earliest references in English to the edible holothurians date 
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from the 18th century, and a number of terms are used 1 including 

trepang or tripang (from Malay taripaT]), swallow (from a Celebes word), 

and various forms of the b~che-~-~ type. Of this last group, it is 

remarkable that the Oxford Englis~ ,Q_ictionarz_ gives only the single 

form just mentioned, as the literature of the late 18th and early 19th 

century yields a. quite astonishing range of variants, some of them 

merely orthographic, but others indicating differences of pronunciation. 

B~che-de-~ appears in 1805 (King to Camden, Historical Records of 

Australia, Series I, Vol.IV,382-3), and. biche ~ mer ns early as 1783 

(Forrest, Voyage!£ Mergui, cited by Yule and Burnell, 883). At another 

extreme from these forms we find beechley mar in 1805 (Aikin to King, 

HRNSW,V,620-2), beech le~ about 1810 CJ.Davies in Im Thurn,129), 

beach~~ possibly from the late 18th century (Delano,100), and 

Beach Lamar in a New England newspaper of 1824 (Ward,Fanning 8) -- all 

suggesting a pronuncia~ion [bic li mir] or [bic la mir]. There are 

also numerous forms intermediate between these two types, of which 

the following are representative: Beech~ Mer (1814,.!!E!,VIII,104), 

beche ~ ~_(Inglis 1851:15), ~de~ (Raffles, History of~' 

1817 1 cited by Yule and Burnell, 939), beech~~ (Wallis 1851,passim), 

and biche de mar (Novara, 1861:447) - .~ the last with a parenthtical 

note that the ch is pronounced like German ~I i.e. [c]. 

It is clear, then, that at least throughout the first half of the 

19th ce,ntury, beach-~-mar coexisted with beche-de-~ (and other 

forms!) as a designation for the trepang. The latter form .is generally 

agreed to have been borrowed from the French, which in turn had 

borrowed from Portuguese. I have not been able to trace the history 

of the French or Portuguese forms in any detail, but the derivation 
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seems quite · plau.sj,ble. The PortuguE..se phrase bicho t.£ ~ means 

literally 11 sea-:-worm", which seems an appropriate description for the 

trepang. The Portuguese were pioneers in the exploration of the Far 

East, and their language contributed many loanwords to both English 

and French for the exotic prqd.ucls of the Orient ( English are ca, betel, 

cheroot; c.opra, mango i:. ~' etc .• ) .• . The phrase was borrowed etymologic

ally rather thari .. _phonetically into French, giving biche de ~· But 

although bicho and biche are true cognates, having a common source in 

Latin bestia, biche means orily 11 doell, an animal rather far removed 

from slugs, worms .and trepang. It may have been this semantic · anomaly 

which led to the folk-etymological ·re-shaping of _£iche- to b~che-, which, 

with the primary meaning ''spcl.de", and the less common bne of "vine 

grub (Eumolpus vitis}", is arguably moreappropriate.
12 

To derive beach-.la-mar direr,tly .f .:rom ~e.. de mer involves postulati!l,g 

a number of ph.onological changes for whic.h there is no apparent 

mot:j.vation or parallel elsewhere in recent French-Er.glish borrowings. 

The problem is reduced somewhat, D:nd the unusual range of vc1riant . 

forms is explained, if we suppose that. the two forms entered English 

independently. Portuguese bicho do mar was b.orrowed directly . into --
colloquial English .sometime in the 18th century • . · (The Po~tuguese ~erm 

appears to have been known to many . English p}?(?akers, . and. is_ occasi.onally 

used in more or less its original forru, as for . example Becpo d9. ,Mar. qy 

Cheyne (Shineberg 1971 :157).) Reshaping this t ,o B._each-la-~ involves 

only the loss of the first 2 (for which Englis.h bea.ch provides some. 

folk-etymological justification) and the change of d ~o 1 (hard to 

explain on any theor;y), plus application of normal _ :English low-level 

phonetic rules. 
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Beche ~~and the somewhat less common biche de.!.£.:: were, I suggest, 

borrowed independently from French at about the same time, at a more 

educated level. of usage. These forms seem never to have b·een completely 

assimilated, always remaining in some sense Gallicisms, as witness the 

frequent writing of the circumflex on b~che, the use of italics, and 

occasional hyperforeignisms such as beche de la mer (D 1 Ewes 1857:207). ------ ' . 

It is not surprising, if this account is correct, that b~che ~ ~ 

eventually became the standard literary form, nor that the tension between 

the two levels of usage gave rise to the host of blended and half

"corrected" variants that the literature contains. Nor, indeed, that 

learned folk-etymology should eventually have come to see the colloquial 

pronunciation as a "corruption" of the literary. 

We now have to consider the use of "beach-la-mar" to refer to a 

type of pidgin English. The most remarkable fact is that it does not 

appear in the original ·.Q!Q (compiled in the 1880 1 s), and that when it 

does appear in the 1933 Supplement 1 the earliest citation is dated 1911~

in fact~ th~ title of Churchill's book~ Nor have I found any earlier 

instance of its use in English, with one possible exception to be discussed. 

19th-century writers, as we have seen in the preceding sections, 

generally used terms like "broken English", 11pidgin English", "sandal.:. 

wood English11
1 or various ad~ descriptions. While"beach-la-mar 

English" is a natural parallel to' "sandalwood English", its use is not 

attested in any 19th-century source I ha~e seen. The one possible 

exception is in Schuche_rdt Is presentation of the data suppli:ed by 
.. , 

E.L.Layard of Noumea: 

· ·Ihm zufolge wird es allgemein als ·Beche-le-mnr-englisch 
bezeichnet, das ist, 1 Trepangftlngerenglisch..--

[According to him it is generally designated Beche-le-mar 
English_, that is, 'Trepang-ca tcher English 1 • ] - -

(Schuchardt 1883:154) 
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This isolated occurrence ·, fortunately, correlates with another interest:G:ig 
. . 

fact: French biche-la-mar is used . to refer to pidgin English in New 

Caledonia as early as 1872: 

or, le seul moyen de communication in}ellectuelle a ID<3. 
disposition pour converser avec eux, atait le langage dit: 
11biche-la-ma r 11 , espece de sabir oc~anien fou lingua franca), ___ ,_ - > , 
compose de beaucoup de mauvais anglais, melange d 1 un peu de 
tout ~ris dans les a utres langues, portuguaise, fran9aise, 
et polyn;sienne. (Parquet 1872:57, cited by Hollyman) 

There is good evidence, then, that it was in New Caledonia that 

the change of · .meaning from 11 trepangi' to "pidgin first took .· place. 

There remains the question: in what language? Though New Ce.ledonia 

had been annexed by France in 1853, a large part of the population 
. . 

still consisted of English speakers, mainly Australians·. Some of these 

were certainly involved in the slug trade, and using pidgin in their 

dealings with the, natives. Unfortunately they have left few published 

records.But Parquetis biche-la-~, and all other French. variants 

referring to pidgin, show the 1 in the second syllabie which is a 

distinctive English inr._ovation dating from a. century ea rlier, and 

also an a in the final syllable. Forms like this are never used 

in French to refer to holothurians. Hence bichelamar must have been 

borrowed only in the sense 11pidiin"' and the senu:mtic . innovation' . 

must be sought .in some langua ge other than French. The obvious 

candidate is the loc3.l English spoken in New Caledonia before 1872. 
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NOTES 

•Peter MUhlh~usler has been most generous with facts, opinions and papers 
during the preparation of this article. I would also like to thank Chris 

Corne, K. J. Hollyman, Andrew Pawley and Bruce Rigsby for discussion_s 
and contributions. None of them, of course, bear any responsibility 
for the outcome. 

1. For the general history 0£ the Pacific during this period see Oliver. 
Reinecke 1937 and MUhlhlusler 1976 give a good deal of historicai and 
social background to the· linguistic situation. 

2. For a discussion from the point of view of a staunch pidgin com
parativist, see Hall 1966:114-120. Unlike Hall, I will not attempt to 
reconstruct the actual shape of morphemes in a proto-pidgin. 

3. The possibility of borrowing from one pidgin tradition into another 
(quite distinct) one must . also be considered, but it appears to be 
of little importance in the present case, and I will raise it only 
in connection with Australia. Dialect borrowing, however, is _probably 
of great importance. 

4. NG maski "never mind" has a clear Chinese cognate. However, its 
distribution -- not founq tn SI or NH, or in any of my early material -
suggests that it may have been a relatively recent direct borrowing 
from cc. 
5. One other possible connection is the rare Norfolkese laplap "bananas 
and kuma:ras grated and cooked" (Ross,239), obviously cognate with 
NH laplap "a staple vegetable, grated or sl~ced ••• wrapped in leaves 
and cooked ••• 11 (Camden n.d. :51), though .the. ultimate ·source is obscure. 
I would suggest a direct borrowing from NH to Norfolk. 

6 0 Melville's and Dana's books exist in so many editions that references 
to them will be given by -chapter rather than page. 

The Polynesian words in the Nichol~s and Melville material are 
the following: 

nui 11big,many,much'.' (Mao,Tah;Mqs,Haw) ena "this" (Tah) 
ariki "chief" (Mao) 'ava "alcoholic drink" (Tah) 
iti "small,few" (Mao,Tah,Mqs) tI "plant sp.,Cordyline terminalis" 
ha.ngareka 11 joke,deceive 11 (Mao) (Tah,Mqs) 
maita 1 i "good" (Tah) homni "give (here)" (Mao) 
hana "work, make". (Haw) whao 11chisel,nail" (Mao) 
kino "bad" (MO:o,Mqs) tangata "man,person" (Mao,Mqs) 
kai "eat" (Mao,Mqs) tahn.e 11steal 11 (Mao) 
kanaka 11man,person" (Haw) tiketike "lofty,exalted(chief)r1(Mao) 
'a'ole 11no,not 11 (Haw) tamari'i "children" (Tah) 
ka haole "the .white man" (Haw) moe "sleep;' (Mao,Tah,Mqs,Haw) 
li'i 11small,little" (HD.w) wahine "womann (Mao,Haw) 

7. "Sie sprachen ein gebrochenes Englisch ••• "(435). "Zu unserer grossen 
Verwunderung erfuhren wir jedoch, dass sich die Eingeborenen der 
Niederlassung von Missiontlren irgend eines christlichen Bekenntnisses 
ernstlich wiedersetzten, weil, wie sie sagen, 'den MissionHren sodann 
all ihr ~-~, d.h. ihre Nahrung gehtlren wUrde." (446) 
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8. In such circumstances it is a not unpredictable result that there 
arise "orphan" items, acknowledged as offspring by neither side. The 
pseudo-Marquesan motaki mentionecL above . is one su:ch case, though· its 
origin is clear. More puzzling is Tahitian taio "friend-';, be::t.i~:ved 
by Tahitians :to be of _European origi,n and vice . versa. -Maori taipo, 
"goblin", may be · a·similar case. ·· 

9. The exceptions are: Hawaii, whe:r;-e c:t.n imp9rted polyglot plan.ta;tion 
population gave birth to a new pidgin tradition, lenvµig little or 
nothing of any pt-eviously established South Pacific features; Pitcairn; 
and just possibly Ngatik, an atoll in the eastern Carolinas. Shelly 
_Harrison (personal ·communication) reports that a pidgin English · 
traditiorr appears to coexist there, among the Micronesian population, 
with the indigenous language. The smali sample I have heard does not 
show any features that would place it with respect to the others we 
have been discussing. 

10. McFarlane probably visited Tanna>" in October 1859, "before being 
stationed on Lifu in the Loyalties, where' he remained ·unt:ii.J .1._e 
returned to England in 1871. The fact - tha:t the text refers- to a 
period before perm~nent missionary presence also ~oints to a date 
not later than 1859, when the first mis~ionaries were landed. See 
Murray 1863:204, 4_89. 

11. Bauer· (126-8) raises the p~ssibility that Hall's statement about 
the earlier presence of FELLOW. in' CC may be . p1,.t.1;'ely: a -historical 
conjecture, based on the supposed substratum in_fluence of Chinese 
numeral classifiers (andt I would · add~ 6n · the putative· connection 
with the Melanesian formJ. Bauer seems to have been unable to find 
any occurrence of it - in the material he studied. Moreover, if Hall 
1966 (109) is using the term "Classical 1' for CC in the same sense as 
defined in Hn:j..l 1943 (95) -- that . ~s, the period from 1748 to 1842 - ... 
and if FELLO~ became obsolete iri CC :about the end of this period, 

. then there are for!)lidable c_}Jronoiogiqa,l problems for any derivation .· 
of the Melanesian from the Chin~se form. 

12. It is sometim.es nssert~d (for example by the American Heritage 
Dictionary nnd the OED 1933 Suppl~merit) that ·b~6he de mer is pseudo
French, of English . origin. i _q.Q _not kpow the basis for This claim; . 
ce:rtainly some quite respectable French dictionaries l _ist the _ fo1·m • . 
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